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Puttfarken Manufacturing

Puttfarken Manufacturing is a small arms manufacturing company on Nepleslia Prime consisting of an
office building, a small apartment building, small automated assembly building, and a distribution
warehouse was created by Kurt Puttfarken in the YE 34. The facility has 150 employees whose job titles
range from cleaning, security, manufacturing, packaging, and delivery. They mainly deal with the civilian
market but hopes that as the company grows in size they can begin to supply arms to military forces.

About Puttfarken Manufacturing

Puttfarken Manufacturing located in Prime City on Nepleslia Prime. Puttfarken Manufacturing is the
brainchild of Kurt Puttfarken and is a weapons manufacturing company. The building started in YE 34 but
the owner could only afford to build parts of it at a time and as a result, it took until YE 36 for the
complex to be complete. It was from that point forward that Kurt was finally able to produce the few
weapons he had been able to design over the past two years.

After the creation of the complex, Kurt had a small apartment building constructed to house him (so he
could stop sleeping on a cot in his office) and a small security force. A five room security building
consisting of a lobby, armory, locker room, monitor room, and storage room was constructed in the
northern part of the complex. The armory was designed with reinforced concrete to prevent anyone from
breaking in and is sealed with a blast door that can only be opened by an officer scanning his retina. A
reinforced concrete wall topped with barbwire was constructed around the complex with the only way in
being the front gate that is opened from the guard house that was built next to it.

General Information

Puttfarken Manufacturing
CEO Kurt Puttfarken

Faction Democratic Imperium of Nepleslia
Product Symbol Kp

Headquarters

The Company Headquarters is located in Prime City and is run by Kurt Puttfarken

Products

Ammuniton

7.62x25mm
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20mm Phoenix Pistol

Handguns

Puttfarken Corpsemaker

Rifles

20 mm Wildcat

Submachine Guns

Kp-41
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